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In order to help illuminate general ways in which language users process inflected items,
two groups of native signers of American Sign Language (ASL) were asked to recall lists of
inflected and uninflected signs. Despite the simultaneous production of base and inflection in
ASL, subjects transposed inflections across base forms, recalling the base forms in the correct
serial positions, or transposed base forms, recalling the inflections in the correct serial positions.
These rearrangements of morphological components within lists occurred significantly more
often than did rearrangements of whole forms (base plus inflection). These and other patterns
of errors converged to suggest that ASL signers remembered inflected signs componentially
in terms of a base and an inflection, much as the available evidence suggests is true for
users of spoken language. Componential processing of regularly inflected forms would thus
seem to be independent of particular transmission systems and of particular mechanisms for
combining lexical and inflectional material.
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American Sign Language (ASL) is the visual-gestural
language of the deaf communities in the United States.
Since ASL utilizes a sensory modality different from
that of spoken languages, its study provides an unusual
opportunity for insight into the nature of language
processing. As a visual language, ASL makes use of
dimensions of space and movement to form both basic
lexical items (signs) and grammatically inflected forms
(forms with added grammatical markers for such attri
butes as person, aspect, and number). Whereas spoken
languages characteristically rely on the sequential
organization of sound segments to form words, ASL
tends to organize its structural information simul
taneously. We examine in the present article how signers
encode one aspect of ASL in short-term memory, that
of grammatically inflected signs.
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This issue is an important one because it not only
relates to storage processes in the deaf for a visual
gestural language, but also because it provides a strong
test of alternate models of how language users in general
represent inflected items in memory. The inflected
English word "walking," for example, consists of two
meaningful units, the verb "walk" and the inflection for
progressive aspect "-ing." Representation of such an
inflected item in memory could take one of at least two
forms. For one, morphological components could be
stored together as a single distinct and inseparable
semantic unit. Alternatively, the verb stem and the
inflection could be separately encoded, with their
combination determined by morphological rule.

Studies of the processing of inflected English words
have generally favored the second account. Gibson and
Guinet (1971), for example, found that inflectional
endings were indeed perceived as units in the tachisto
scopic presentation of words and pseudowords. There
were fewer errors on inflectional endings than on non
inflectional endings of the same length; subjects added
inflections to words presented as base forms, deleted
inflections from presented inflected forms, and sub
stituted one inflection for another. Similarly, MacKay
(1976) found that both production times and errors that
subjects made in rapidly changing the tense of a verb
were consistent with subjects' applying derivational
rules to verb stems, and not consistent with a model that
treated inflected verbs as unanalyzed forms.
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Murrell and Morton (1974) evaluated the effect of
prior learning of words on the tachistoscopic recognition
of related words and found a facilitating effect for
learning morphemes but not for learning words similar
in visual and phonetic form. In a similar vein, Stanners,
Neiser, Hernon, and Hall (1979) evaluated the effect of
prior presentation of words on the speed with which
subjects decided whether a givenletter string was a word.
They found that only words differing in a regular inflec
tion facilitated the lexical decision task to the extent
obtained by repetition of identical words. Apparently,
processing regularly inflected English verbs involves
separately encoding the verb stem and the inflection.

Garrett (1975), and MacKay (1979) provide evidence
for the separate encoding of basic English (and German)
words and inflections from spontaneous errors of speech
production. Garrett (1975), for example, observed
morphological strandings, such as "It just sounded to
start." In this stranding, the basic lexical items "start"
and "sound" are switched in the sentence, with the
inflection removed from "start" and reattached to
"sound." MacKay (1979), furthermore, observed that
when a verb was misplaced in a sentence, its stem
underwent changes in inflection appropriate to its new
syntactic position, rather than being misplaced as a
fully integrated form.

Finally, Van Der Molen and Morton (1979) showed
that English-speaking subjects separately code plural
markers and root nouns in the immediate serial recall of
lists of visually presented words. They furthermore
indicated that the plural was sometimes coded in a way
that did not distinguish among the various forms of the
plural morpheme.

Thus, we have evidence that English speakers decom
pose inflected words in a variety of processing tasks.
ASL morphology, however, differs from English mor
phology in an important aspect: Inflectional processes in
ASL impose simultaneous changes in, rather than
sequential additions to, basic lexical items. Evaluating
processing of ASL inflections, therefore, can provide a
potentially stronger test of a general decomposition
process during the encoding of inflected items. Such
evaluation can also provide evidence for the psycho
logical reality of an inflectional system in ASL, adding
data from language processing to the structural and
distributional evidence of the linguistic analysis. A
brief description of ASL follows to set the stage for the
present experiment.

ASL is the native language of most deaf children of
deaf parents in the United States and is unrelated to
English or to any other spoken language, having its own
lexicon, rules of sign formation, and grammar (see
Klima & Bellugi, 1979).1

The internal structure of signs in ASLcan be described
in terms of three major formational parameters: con
figuration of the hands, movement of the hands and
arms, and location of the hands relative to the body

(Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Stokoe, Casterline, &Croneberg,
1965). Discrete values along these linguistic dimensions
are combined simultaneously but function separately to
contrast minimally different signs. The sign HOME,2
for example, is made with a cupped hand with the
thumb touching the fingertips, first contacting the side
of the chin and then contacting the cheek. This sign is
differentiated from the sign YESTERDAY only by the
configuration of the hand. For YESTERDAY the hand
is arranged in a fist with the thumb extended, making
the same double contact on the face. Other pairs of
signs are similarly differentiated by contrasts within the
other formational parameters.

The proposed formational parameters of signs not
only describe linguistic structure, but also can account
for the kinds of errors deaf signers make in memory
tasks. Bellugi, Klima, and Siple (1975) and Bellugi and
Siple (1974) have shown that in short-term memory
tests for signs, a significant number of multiply occurring
intrusion errors were of a formational rather than a
semantic nature. These formational errors paralleled the
phonologically based intrusion errors of hearing subjects
in the immediate recall of lists of English words. Simi
larly, Poizner, Bellugi, and Tweney (in press) found that
formational, but not semantic, similarity of signs
markedly interfered with the recall of sequences of
signs, much as the acoustic similarity of words inter
feres with the recall of sequences of words. Newkirk,
Klima, Pedersen, and Bellugi (1980) provide further
evidence that signs are processed in terms of a limited
set of essentially meaningless formational components.
They found that signers interchanged individual forma
tional values in errors occurring in spontaneous sign
production, so-called slips of the hand. These trans
positions of representatives of formational parameters
most often resulted in gestures that were not actual
ASL signs but were nevertheless composed of valid
combinations of sign components.

The simultaneous organization of structural informa
tion in ASL extends beyond the basic lexical level.
Recent linguistic research on the structure of ASL has
led to the discovery of meaningful modifications of the
basic signs-regular changes in the temporal-spatial
contours of signs which regularly modulate their mean
ings (Bellugi, 1980; Fischer & Gough, 1978; Klima &
Bellugi, 1979; Supalla & Newport, 1978). We find that
ASL exhibits a very rich set of inflectional variations on
its lexical units. Such inflectional processes seem a
favored form of semantic differentiation in the language,
expressing many fine distinctions of meaning.

Thus ASL appears to differ dramatically from English
and other spoken languages in the mechanisms by which
its lexical units are modified. For the form of its mor
phological processes, the mode in which the language
developed appears to make a crucial difference. Mor
phological processes in English and other spoken lan
guages-the means by which complex words are built
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( i) TAKE -ADVANTAGE

(h ) SHOOT

(d) BLAME

Figure 1. The 10 basic signs used.

incessant). Figure 2 illustrates the basic signPREACH and its form
under the eight inflections used in this study. First-person
object (2a) conveys the meaning "VERB me." Reciprocal
(2b) indicates mutual action between two agents and conveys
the meaning "VERB each other." Dual (2c) indicates action
toward two objects, meaning "VERB the two of them." Mul
tiple (2d) indicates plural (more than two), meaning "VERB
them." Exhaustive (2e) indicates individuated action to each
recipient, as in "VERB each one." The durational inflection
(2f) indicates ongoing activity, and conveys the meaning "VERB
continuously." The iterative inflection (2g) indicates action
recurring over time, as in "VERB over and over again." The
incessant inflection (2h) indicates that the action referred to
recurs so often that it seems it will never stop, as in "VERB
incessantly." Note that ASL expresses a number of distinctions
for coding the temporal contour of events, separating, for
example, whether the event is continuous or recurring with
breaks in time. (See Klima and Bellugi, 1979, for further dis
cussions of these and other aspectual distinctions.)

( i) BEAT

(II ) ASK

(e) MOCK

(e) GIVE-A-GIFT

Subjects
Two groups of native signers served as subjects. The first

comprised eight congenitally deaf adults of deaf parents, who
learned ASL as a first language and who currently use ASL as
their primary mode of communication. The second comprised
seven normal-hearing adults of deaf parents who also learned
ASL as a first language and who currently teach ASL or work as
professional interpreters.

METHOD

Stimuli
Ten basic ASL verbs and eight inflected forms of each verb

were used. The 10 verbs used were: LOOK-AT, PREACH,
MOCK, BLAME, GIVE-A-GIFT, PAY, ASK, SHOOT, BEAT,
TAKE-ADVANTAGE (see Figure 1). The eight inflections used
were distinctly different and easily distinguishable in form. Two
forms were inflections for referential indexing (first-person
object, reciprocal), three for numerosity (multiple, exhaustive,
dual), and three for temporal aspect (durational, iterative,

from minimal meaningful units-typically involve the
linear addition of phonological segments to words. ASL
has little tendency to build up its lexical units in this
way. Rather, signs undergo a wide variety of morpho
logical processes, each of which operates by imposing
different dynamic changes in movement and spatial
contouring. These regular modifications of signs repre
sent a rich morphological system that makes structured
use of the dimensions of the spatial mode, compacting
a great deal of information systematically into single
sign units. Movement information alone is sufficient for
the identification of ASL inflections, as demonstrated
by isolating movement from sign forms in presenting
the forms as a few moving points of light (poizner &
Bellugi, 1980; Poizner, Bellugi, & Lutes-Driscoll, in
press).

The experiment reported here is one of the first to
deal with the coding and remembering of morpho
logically complex signs. Since ASL is a visual language
and since its morphology organizes structural informa
tion simultaneously, signers unlike English speakers may
indeed store inflected signs as distinct, holistic items. In
fact, Newkirk et al. (1980) did not observe morpho
logical strandings in spontaneous errors of sign produc
tion [although only about 131 attested slips of the
hand were collected, a very small sample compared with
the thousands of spoken language production errors
collected by Garrett (1975)]. In the present study, we
evaluated whether signers encode morphological com
ponents of inflected signs separately in a short-term
memory task. If signers do decompose and store mor
phological components of inflected signs separately in
memory, then, despite the difference in sensory modality
and despite the simultaneous organization of ASL mor
phology, componential rather than holistic processing of
inflected items would seem a general way in which
language users process inflected forms. If such decom
position into morphological components does not
occur, then the form of the morphology may determine
the nature of the encoding process.
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Apparatus and Procedure
The 10 verbs were randomly paired with the eight inflections,

each verb and each inflection appearing about equally often.
We constructed three types of lists from the pool of inflected
and uninflected signs. In the first list, two of the four signswere
inflected; in the second, three were inflected (see Figure 3);
and in the third, all four were inflected. Neither basic verbs nor
inflections were repeated within a list.3

Each type of list was used 12 times in each of two blocks
of 36 lists. Within each block, lists were randomly arranged.
Each of the four possible positions for the uninflected signs in
Type 2 lists was used three times, and each of the six positions
of uninflected signs of Type 1 lists was used twice. Block 2 was
created by putting the stimulus lists from Block 1 in a different
order. Half the subjects received Block 1 before Block 2, and
half received the reverse. A deaf native signer, paced by a flash
ing metronome (Seth Thomas, E962-Q00), produced each stim
ulus item at the rate of about one every 1-1/8 sec with facial
expression neutral. The stimulus lists were recorded on video
tape (Sony, AV-3600), with a IS-sec gray interval separating
lists. Immediately after viewing each list, subjects tried to recall,
in sign, each item in the correct serial position. The responses of
subjects were videotaped for later analysis.

Before viewing the experimental tape, subjects received
12 practice trials, with items sampled from those used in the
experiment. The first six practice trials consisted of lists of three
items each; the second six were of four items. Each verb and
each inflection appeared about equally often in these lists. All
instructions were presented in ASL on videotape. During the test
session, subjects were given a short break after completing the
rust 36 trials.

In a separate check of the perceptibility of stimulus items, we
asked two native signers to shadow one block of stimulus lists,
that is, to copy the stimuli as they were being presented without
having to recall them. Naturally, the rapid response requirements
of shadowing and the memory load induced by any shadowing
lag would lead to shadowing errors, as would any misperception
of stimuli. Thus, if subjects can accurately shadow the stimulus
lists, the individual stimulus items must be perceptible.

RESULTS

Two deaf ASL signers in our laboratory transcribed
subjects' responses," Responses were counted as correct
if the fully correct form (basic sign and inflection)
was recalled in the correct serial position. Particular
attention was paid to patterns of errors in recall, as
discussedbelow.

The two subjects who shadowed the stimulus lists
were highly accurate in their shadowing responses;

(h) PREACH [ INCESSANT]

'preach incessanlly '

(d) PREACH [ MULTIPLE]
prea ch 10 Ih em I

(b) PRE ACH [ RECIPROC AL]
•prea ch 10 eac h clher '

\

\

(e) PREACH [ EXHAUSTIVE]
I preach 10 each '

PREACH[ UN INFLECTED]

( q) PRE ACH [ ITERATIVE]

•prea ch over and over I

(c I PREACH [ DUAL]
I preach 10 bot h '

Figure 2. The eight inflections used, shown here occurring
with the basic sign PREACH.

( Q) PRE ACH [ lsi PERSON OBJEC(

' preach to me '

( a) BLAM E [E XHAUSTIVE] (b ) BEAT [ UNINFLECTED] (c) PREACH [ MULTIPL E] ( d) ASK [ DURATIONAL]

Figure 3. Stimulus list of Type 2.



Table I
Mean Percentage of Correct Responses andStandard Errors

for Items From Each Type of List and
Overall Accuracy forEach Group

List Type

2 3Subject
Group Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE P

Deaf Signers 56.5 6.7 43.4 6.1 37.7 4.7 45.8
Hearing Signers 50.5 3.4 36.3 2.8 27.1 2.4 38.0

Note-List Type 1 = two inflected forms, two uninflected forms;
List Type 2 = three inflected forms, one uninflected form; List
Type 3 =four inflected forms; P = pooled.

overall they were 94.8% correct. The few discrepancies
that occurred were due primarily to the substitution of
one highly similar inflection for another. For example,
a shadowing "error" that occurred more than once was
shadowing of the habitual inflection for the durational
on a sign. The two inflections differ only in their end
manner of movement; only one was used in this study.
The accuracy in shadowingthe stimuli (94.8%) stands in
sharp contrast to the accuracy with which the stimuli
were recalled (41.9%), indicating that memory errors
were not simply failures to perceive the presented
stimuli accurately.

Subjects were 41.9% correct overall in recalling items
in their correct serial position. Table 1 presents the mean
percentage of correct responses for items from each
type of list and the overall accuracy for each group. We
see that, for each group of signers, accuracy decreased
in going from Type 1 lists to Type 3 lists, that is, as the
number of morphological components in each type of
list increased. A two-way mixed-design analysis of vari
ance was performed on the accuracy with which subjects
recalled items from each list type. Subject group (deaf,
hearing) served as a between factor and list type served
as a within factor. Neither the effect of subject group
nor the Subject Group by List Type interaction was
significant [F{l, 13) = 1.52, n.s., F(2,26) = .57, n.s.,
respectively], indicating that deaf signers and hearing
signers differed reliably neither in overall accuracy nor in
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relative accuracy, depending on list type. The main
effect of list type, however, was highly significant
[F(2,26) =45.9, P < .001]. Multiple comparisons
revealed that recall for Type 1 lists was significantly
higher than recall for Type 2 and 3 lists, but that Type 2
and 3 lists did not reliably differ (Tukey HSD test).

Patterns of Errors
We focus our analysis on patterns of errors. If sub

jects store inflection and base separately, they should in
general forget and retain inflected forms in terms of
morphological components, and taxing memory should
lead to rearranging inflections and base forms in recall.
We can evaluate the nature of the encoding of these
stimuli by comparing presented stimuli with the recall
of items in the same serial positions. Suppose, for
example, that LOOK[durational] had been presented in
Position Number 2 of a list and that ASK[reciprocal]
had been presented in Position 4 of the same list. If
in recalling the list a subject had responded with
LOOK[reciprocal] in Position 2 and with ASK[dura
tional] in Position 4, we would say that the inflections
from the two forms had been transposed in recall, with
the basic signs maintaining the correct serial positions.
We expect such errors if subjects code inflected signs in
terms of morphological components. If, however, the
subject had recalled LOOK[durational] in Position 4
and ASK[reciprocal] in Position 2, entire forms would
have been transposed in recall, much as we might expect
if the unit of storage was the whole form. Table 2
presents the obtained percentages of occurrence of
various error types of the total number of errors for
both groups of subjects.

Misorderings of Whole Items
As the table indicates, whole items were misordered

in only 6.1% of the errors. Indeed, misorderings of
whole forms occurred with only one-third the frequency
of errors of rearranging morphological components
within lists (l8.2%), a difference in frequency of occur
rence that is highly significant for both subject groups
(tcorrelated = 11.6, P< .001, tcorre1ated = 6.47, p< .001,
for deaf and hearingsigners, respectively).

Table 2
Mean Percentage of Occurrence andStandard Errors of Various Error Types

Out of the Total Number of Errors for Deaf and Hearing Signers

Error Category

Misorderings ofwhole items
Exchanges ofmorphological components within lists
Deletions of inflections
Additions of inflections
Intrusions
Rearrangements of morphological components outof serial positions
Other

Percentage ofOccurrence

Deaf (N = 1,249) Hearing (N = 1,252)

Mean SE Mean SE Pooled

5.6 1.3 6.5 .8 6.1
19.4 1.6 17.0 1.6 18.2
10.1 1.7 15.1 2.5 12.6
8.3 1.4 5.7 .3 7.0

34.9 4.3 29.2 2.5 32.1
16.1 2.7 15.3 1.4 15.7
5.5 .7 11.1 1.1 8.4
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sented in the stimulus list appeared in the recall list. In
another type of error , accounting for 15.7% of all errors ,
morphological components within a list were rearranged
such that neither component of the recalled item
appeared in the stimulus item in that serial position . In
such cases, it is difficult to pinpoint exactly which
stimulus the error was associated with, and , hence , it is
difficult to evaluate precisely how the response was
related to the stimulus presentation . Finally, the cate
gory "Other" listed in the last row of Table 2 includes
errors of omission, errors of perseveration of whole
items, and errors of misrecalling one uninflected sign for
another. Such types of errors occurred relatively infre
quently, totaling only about 8.4% of all errors obtained.

~
)

~l
-/

PRESENTED

~.::- \

.\

~'(
PAY [ h t PERSON OBJECTJ

3

SERIAL

[J L.---'-----:-----'"~

Figure 5. Nested inflections in recall.

EVIDENCE FOR ABSTRACT CODING

Any sign form , inflected or uninflected, can be

RECALLEDPRESENTED

TAKE - ADVAN TAGE [ W\A.TI PLEJ

Nestings
Certain errors of rearranging morphological com

ponents occurred in which two inflections were com
bined together with a basic sign. For example, when
BEAT[iterative] and ASK[first-person object] were
presented in a stimulus list, one subject combined the
two inflections from both presented forms with one of
the basic signs, recalling BEAT[first-person object ,
iterative] , meaning "beat me, over and over again."
The form of the recalled item incorporated the direc
tional movement toward the signer from the indexic
inflection, as well as the cyclic, stressed, uneven thythm
of the iterative inflection. Similarly, when the multiple
and durational inflections were presented together in a
list, a subject combined the two inflections together
with a single basic sign in recall (see Figure 5). Although
nestings of inflections were somewhat rare (they
accounted for 2.5% of the errors for deaf signers and
1.2% .of the errors for hearing signers), they provide an
interesting source of evidence for the componential
nature of the storage and retrieval of morphologically
complex forms.

SERIAL
POSITION r------;-~---,

D
D

Deletion or Addition of Inflections
Subjects deleted inflections from inflected forms,

recalling only the uninflected basic sign, in 12.6% of
all errors and added inflections to signs presented in
uninflected form in 7.0% of all errors . Inflections
added to uninflected signs in recall that also occurred in
the stimulus list are tabulated as additions of inflections
to basic forms and not as rearrangements of morpho 
logical elements within lists.

Other Types of Errors
Of the types of errors remaining to be described ,

intrusion errors occurred most frequently (32.1 %).
In these errors, some basic sign or inflection not pre-

Figure 4. Exchanges of inflections within a list.

Transpositions of Morphological Components
Errors involving the rearrangement in recall of the

morphological components of inflected forms, main
taining the correct serial position of one component or
the other, amounted to 18.2% of all errors. (As with
misorderings of whole items , exchanges of components
did not have to be mutual to be tabulated as occurring .)
To illustrate an error of this category , when TAKE
ADVANTAGE[multiple] and PAY[first-person object]
were presented together in a list, a signer misreca1led
TAKE-ADVANTAGE[first-person object] and PAY
[multiple] , respectively, having transposed the inflec
tions in recall while leaving the basic signs in their
correct serial positions (see Figure 4). In some errors ,
subjects transposed base forms while leaving the inflec
tion in the correct serial positions. For instance, when
BEAT[reciprocal] and SHOOT[multiple] were presented
together in a list, a subject misrecalled SHOOT[recipro
cal] and BEAT[multiple]. Interestingly, the frequency
of basic signs being rearranged, with inflections main
taining correct serial positions , did not differ signifi
cantly from the frequency of inflections being rearranged
with basic signs recalled in correct serial positions
(tcorrelated = 1.6, P < .05, for deaf and for hearing
signers).
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Figure 6. Exchanges of inflections within a list that incor
porate a change in the form of an inflection.

Notice, however , that this rearrangement of inflections
was not just a rearrangement of movement forms:
When the sign TAKE-ADVANTAGE is inflected indexi
cally for first-person object , the resulting movement is
directed away from the body of the signer. However,
when BLAME is inflected indexically to indicate first
person object, the movement is directed toward the
signer. Thus the signer correctly recalled the indexical
inflection even though its form varied and even though
a structurally well-formed sign [BLAME(uninflected)]
would have resulted from combining the outward move
ment of the stimulus TAKE-ADVANTAGE[first-person
object] with the verb BLAME. Storage of this inflection
certainly involved more than remembering only the form
of the movement.

Errors in rearranging another inflection, the recipro
cal, also indicate that subjects did not encode inflections
strictly on the basis of form but, rather, that subjects
brought their linguistic knowledge of ASL to bear on
the task . For example, when BEAT[reciprocal] and
SHOOT[multiple] were presented together in a list, a
subject rearranged the two basic signs, recalling SHOOT
[reciprocal] and BEAT[multiple]. The form of the
recipro cal inflection occurring with SHOOT differs
from that occurring with BEAT. In the latter case the
hands cross in front of the body . In the form of the
reciprocal inflection occurring with SHOOT, however ,
the hands orient toward each other but do not cross
(see Figure 7) . Again we observe the correct recall of
morphemes, but with the recalled inflection being
appropriately different in form from the one presented.

A second line of evidence for abstract encoding of
morphological components is based on an estimate of
the likelihood that the observed item-and-error pairs of
exchanges of morphological components occurred on
the basis of similarity in movement form. This line of
evidence also indicates that subject s were processing the
stimuli morphologically. Just as an inflected sign can be
analyzed as being composed of an inflection and a base,

PRESENTED

TAKE'ADVAN TAGE [!OJLTlPlE ]

I ;.} .: ', I

\ _.: • i

~~~. " " ~'
I V / .:... . J

jv

TAKE - ADVANTAGE [hI PERSON OBJECT]

SERIAL
POSITION

[J L.-.-_
[J~

considered to consist of a combination of formational
attributes. We want to evaluate the extent to which the
errors subjects made in exchanging morphological
components within lists can be accounted for simply on
the basis of their misremembering movements similar
in form. We address this issue in two ways. First, in ASL,
the realization of an inflectional form may depend upon
the properties of the sign stem that undergoes the
inflection, much as in English, in which the plural inflec
tion on nouns is realized variously as /s/ when the
preceding sound is voiceless and as /z/ when the preced
sound is voiced. When exchanges of morphological
components occurred in which the forms of recalled
inflections differed from those presented due to com
bination with different verbs, the coding of the inflec
tions must have been morphologically based. Second, we
estimate the likelihood that the observed item-and-error
pairs occurred on the basis of similarity in form, and
then evaluate whether the form of errors of exchanging
morphological components within lists differs from that
estimate.

Turning first to possible changes in the form of
inflections in errors of exchanging morphological com
ponents, we note that the form of two inflections
in particular depends upon which base form occurs
with them. One inflection indicating that the object of
the verb is first person is generally formed with the verb
moving inward toward the signer's body , whereas the basic
uninflected sign form moves away from the signer. In
the case of TAKE-ADVANTAGE, however , the basic
movement of the citation form is toward the signer
[see Figure I 0)], and thus the inflected TAKE
ADVANTAGE[first-person object] is directed away
from the signer's body. Similarly, the inflection indicat
ing reciprocal action has several formationally distinct
forms: With some verbs (e.g., GIVE, ASK), the hands
cross in front of the body; with others (e.g., LOOK-AT,
SHOOT), the hands are oriented toward each other
but do not cross; with still others (e.g., BLAME), one
hand moves first to the left and then to the right.

The inclusion among our stimulus items of such
inflections having variable forms made possible the
occurrence of errors that could point to an abstract
linguistic representation of inflections. Indeed , in mis
remembering combinations of basic signs and inflections,
our subjects accommodated the form of the inflection
to requirements of the basic sign. Because they did not
encode these inflections strictly on the basis of surface
form , it is likely that the rearrangement errors discussed
earlier cannot be accounted for simply on the basis of
subjects' misremembering movements similar in form .
One example of this accommodation process is illus
trated in Figure 6. When BLAME[multiple] and TAKE
ADVANTAGE[first-person object] were presented on
the same stimulus list , a subject transposed the two
inflections. The recalled items were thus BLAME[first
person object] and TAKE-ADVANTAGE[multiple].
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Figure 7. Exchanges of the basic signs of inflected forms,
incorporating a change in the form of an inflection.

an inflection itself can be analyzed , not as a holistic unit
but as a bundle of formational features . Such a descrip
tive feature system allows us to index the formational
similarity of any pair of inflections and thus to evaluate
the formational similarity of presented and recalled
items . For example , the incessant inflection imposes
a reduplicated movement on a shortened , tense verb
stem. The multiple inflection , however , involves a single
execution of the verb stem within a lateral sweep to the
right. This movement differs from that for incessant on
features of tension, displacement, and reduplication
[see Figure 2 (d and h)]. The two movements appear
visually dissimilar. The exhaustive inflection , like the
incessant , imposes a reduplicated movement on a short
ened verb stem, but without lateral displacement of the
movement and without added tension [see Figure 2 (e)] .
The exhaustive and incessant inflections appear visually
similar. Both are reduplicated, both shorten verb stems,
neither has a circular contour, neither imposes two
hands for the inflection , and so on. They differ primarily
on features of tension and displacement. The multiple
and the exhaustive inflections differ even more minimally
on only one feature, reduplication . The Appendix pre
sents a formational feature matrix describing and differ
entiating the movements of all inflected signs used as
stimuli.

Previous studies of intrusion errors in short-term
memory for signs (Bellugi, Klima, & Siple, 1975; Klima
& Bellugi, 1979, chap.4) and for words and speech
sounds (Conrad, 1964; Wickelgren, 1965a, 1965b ,
1966) show that intrusion errors tend to be highly
formationally based. Thus, the relative proportion of
forrnationally similar to formationally dissimilar item
and-error intrusion pairs can serve as an estimate of
the likelihood that a given error category occurred on
the basis of subjects ' misremembering movements
similar in form . We will compare the relative proportion
of formationally similar to formationally dissimilar
item-and-error pairs for errors of exchanging morpho
logical components with that for intrusion errors. The

4
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comparison determines whether the errors of exchanging
morphological components can be accounted for simply
on the basis of subjects' misremembering movements
that were similar in form , based on the feature matrix
in the Appendix.

In order to classify item-and-error pairs as forma
tionally similar or dissimilar, a cutoff value was needed
for the number of features separating two forms; pairs
differing by fewer features than that value would be
classified as formationally similar, whereas pairs differ
ing by at least that number of features would be clas
sified as formationally dissimilar. Although determina
tion of a cutoff value must be somewhat arbitrary, we
selected a value that appeared to reasonably specify
visual similarity : Three or more features separating a
pair of inflections indicated formational dissimilarity ,
whereas pairs separated by one or two features were
classified as formationally similar. Pairs differing in the
lexical stems used in this study were classified as forma
tionally different.

Ratios of the frequency of occurrence of forma
tionally similar to formationally dissimilar item-and
error pairs were calculated for intrusion errors and for
errors of exchanging morphological components. Rat ios
of performance were used to normalize for the absolute
number of errors in each category and for the absolute
number of errors for each subject. The higher the ratio ,
the greater the proportion of formationally similar to
formationally dissimilar item-and-error pairs. In fact,
every subject but one had a higher ratio for intrusion
errors than for errors of exchanging morphological
components. The mean ratios for intrusion errors (.82,
deaf signers; .74, hearing signers) are significantly larger
than the mean ratios for errors of exchanging morpho
logical components (.24 , deaf signers; .22, hearing signers)
for both groups of subjects (tpaired scores =4.31,
P < .0 1, tpaired scores = 2.90, p < .05, for deaf and
hearing signers, respectively). Thus , intrusion item-and
error pairs were more closely related formationally than
were item-and-error pairs of exchanges of morphological
components. This result indicates in yet another way
that the errors of exchanging morphological components
cannot be accounted for simply on the basis of subjects
misremembering movements that happened to be similar
in form. The result instead indicates that subjects were
encoding inflected signs at a more abstract linguistic
level.

DISCUSSION

Several lines of evidence converge to suggest that
signers remembered inflected forms, not as holistic
units but, rather , in terms of a base and an inflection.
These results , in turn , provide evidence for the psycho
logical reality of an inflectional system in ASL, adding
data from language processing to the linguistic analysis
of the system . First of all, the accuracy with which
subjects recalled the stimulus lists decreased as the
number of morphological components in the lists



increased, much as we might expect if subjects coded
inflected signs in terms of morphological components.

However, since inflected signs may differ from basic
signs in attributes other than number of morphological
components (i.e., in formational complexity and pos
sibly in frequency of occurrence), analysis of accuracy
to the various types of lists cannot bear directly on the
question of separate storage of base and inflection;
it is nonetheless reassuring that the pattern of accuracy
for the various types of lists is consistent with such a
coding of inflected forms. Clearly, a pattern of increased
accuracy in recalling lists containing an increasing number
of morphological components, rather than that obtained,
would be difficult to reconcile with the independent
storage of bases and inflections, inasmuch as it would
require less storage capacity for inflected signs (as
two-chunk units) than for basic signs (one-chunk units).

Much stronger evidence for the view that subjects
encoded inflected signs componentially in terms of a
base and an inflection comes from patterns of recall
errors. The fact that subjects deleted inflections from
inflected signs, recalling only the uninflected signs, and
added inflections to signs presented in uninflected form
suggests a separate encoding of basic sign and inflection.
That these deletions and additions of inflections occurred
despite any simple sequential suffix-like attachment of
inflections to stems is one of several indications that
subjects were not coding items solely in terms of form,
but that they also brought their morphological knowl
edge of ASL to bear on the task.

Stronger evidence, yet, for a separate encoding of
base and inflection comes from still other types of
errors. If subjects store inflection and base separately,
they should, in general, tend to correctly recall the
morphological components of stimulus items, but should
rearrange those components in recall into combinations
different from those presented. Errors of recombining
morphological components within lists occurred fre
quently, and indeed significantly more often than did
errors of misordering whole forms (base plus inflection).

Several kinds of recombination errors are of particu
lar interest. In one of them, two inflections were com
bined together with a basic sign in recall, even though
no such doubly inflected forms occurred as stimulus
items. Such elaborate layering of morphological com
ponents points both to a separate storage of base forms
and inflections and to the highly combinatorial nature
of ASL morphology. Strikingly, the form of the obtained
item-and-error pairs for errors of exchanging morpho
logical components differed reliably from an estimate of
the likelihood that these errors occurred on the basis
of similarity of movement form. likewise, recom
binations occurred in which the recalled inflection
maintained the meaning but differed in form from the
presented inflection. Thus, for example, when TAKE
ADVANTAGE[multiple] and PAY[first-person object]
were presented together in a list, an error in recall
was TAKE-ADVANTAGE[first-person object] and PAY
[multiple] . Note that when the morphological operations
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are transposed, the first-person object inflection occurs
with TAKE-ADVANTAGE rather than with PAY, but
the movement path has switched direction (from move
ment toward signer to movement away from signer).
This change in path is not due to the unpronounceability
of TAKE-ADVANTAGE with movement toward signer,
because in fact this path occurs in the basic uninflected
form and in the form of the majority of verbs in ASL
inflected for first-person object (not only for PAY but
also for GIVE, INFORM, ASK, TELL, BLAME, and
many other verbs). Thus the form is permitted, but not
as the realization of that sign indexed for first-person
object. Such rules may reflect a general principle in
languages which Chomsky (1975) has called "structure
dependency." This principle states that it is the internal
structure of words and phrases and the nature of con
stituent parts rather than simply the sequence of ele
ments that determines language regularities. Importantly,
these parts are not directly mapped onto the signal;
yet we see that a given path movement in ASL functions
differently depending on its abstract linguistic nature.
That such structure dependency occurs, not only in
spoken languages but also in a visual-gestural language
that tends to organize structural information simul
taneously, indicates the possible universal status of this
linguistic principle.

Since the same major patterns of recall errors appeared
for hearing signers as for deaf signers in this study, data
of the hearing signers (all of deaf parents) provide a
replication of effects found for the deaf. We can there
fore view these patterns of errors as highly reliable for
native signers.

In addition, the deaf signers were slightly, although
not significantly, more accurate than the hearing signers
in correctly recalling stimulus items in the correct serial
position. This result suggests that deaf signers probably
would not have any gross sequential processing deficit
in serial recall, despite the lack of auditory input. Eval
uating sequential processing of deaf and hearing subjects
to nonlinguistic stimuli, however, would certainly help
further illuminate this issue.

All of the types of errors discussed in this section
suggest that subjects were encoding inflections and
base forms as independent units in a morphological
system of a combinatorial nature. That such inde
pendent encoding of base and inflection occurred for
forms in a visual language is intriguing because it suggests
that short-term memory processes are atuned to lin
guistically significant components, be they spoken or
signed. That such independent encoding occurred for
ASL inflections is especially intriguing because lexical
and grammatical information are simultaneously incor
porated in ASL inflected forms. Thus, despite the simul
taneous production of base and inflection and the visual
nature of ASL, signers decompose and store these com
ponents separately in short-term memory. This com
ponential processing of inflected items thus seems
independen t of particular languages and of particular
transmission modalities.
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Appendix
Formational Feature Matrix Describing the Movement of the Stimulus Items

Reduced Two Contra-
Circling Tense Stem Redupli- Hands lateral Tan- Retro- Dis-
Contour Stem Movement cated Finite Active Orientation dem grade placed

Uninflected Sign
Pr +
M + +

First-Person Object +
Pr + +
M + + +

Reciprocal + + +
M + + + +
A,B,G,P + + + +
Pr + + + + +
Bl, TA + + + + +

Dual + + +
M + + + +

Multiple + +
M + + +

Exhaustive + + +
M + + + +

Durational + +
M + + +

Iterative + +
M + + +

Incessant + + +
M + + + +

Note- When the value ofany feature ofan inflected sign depends upon a particular verb stem, that form is listed separately under the
inflection. Abbreviations for the different verb stems are as follows: Pr =PREACH, M =MOCK, L =LOOK, S =SHOOT, A =ASK,
B =BEAT, G =GIFT, P= PAY, BI=BLAME, TA = TAKE·ADVANTAGE.

Description of Features
The features we have used to describe the formation of

the stimulus items refer specifically to surface forms and, with
the exception of "retrograde motion," make no reference
to processes that signs may have undergone to acquire such
forms.

Circling contour indicates that path movement (i.e., move
ment of the whole hand through space) in a sign form has
circular or elliptical shape.

Tense stem indicates that the inflected form is made with
added tension, speed, and modified offset with respect to the
basic uninflected form.

Reduced stem movement indicates that the inflected form
is made with reduced path, reduction of size of local move
ment, and so on, with respect to the basic uninflected form.

Reduplicated indicates that the root movement of the sign
is produced more than once in the execution of the sign form.
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NOTES

1. Several systems of manual communication exist in the
United States which are based on English and which should not
be confused with ASL. One such system assigns 26 distinct
hand configurations to the letters of the English alphabet (finger
spelled English), with English words being manually spelled in
the air letter by letter. Another system is organized around
English at the phonetic level by assigning different gestures to
different configurations of the vocal tract (cued speech, an
adjunct to speech reading). Yet other manual systems use signs
in English word order and add gestures for English affixes and
functors (forms of signed English). Deaf people who are not very
familiar with English, however, find manual systems based on
English difficult to understand.

2. Lexical bases of signs are denoted by English glosses in
full capitals (e.g., PAY). Multiword glosses for single-sign forms
are hyphenated, as in GIVE-A-GIFT. Bracketed labels, as in
PAY [dual], refer to specific inflectional processes signs have
undergone.

3. One list in each block inadvertently contained the exhaus
tive inflection used on two verbs.

4. Responses of four subjects were independently transcribed
by both deaf researchers. The transcriptions agreed highly
(90.8%).
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